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ABSTRAK 

 

 

Projek ini memberi penjelasan tentang pengoptimuman topologi ke atas tulang 

selangka basikal yang boleh dilihat pada bahagian depan tiub kepala pada sesebuah 

basikal. Perjalanan projek ini berkait rapat dengan tiga objektif yang sebelumnya dibina. 

Objektif pertama adalah untuk memastikan analisa beban berstruktur memperoleh nilai 

yang sejajar kepada beban yang dikenakan ke atas model. Seterusnya, objektif kedua untuk 

dicapai ketika menjalankan projek ini adalah pelaksanaan analisa tekanan static pada ke 

atas bahagian basikal tertentu yang disebut sebelum ini tadi. Tekanan static adalah 

bertujuan untuk memperoleh nilai faktor keselematan sekurang-kurangnya melebihi nilai 

1.0. Manakala objektif terakhir adalah tentang pengoptimuman topologi yang secara 

umumnya adalah untuk mengurangkan berat sesebuah model. Pengurangan berat berjaya 

dikurangkan sebanyak 35% ke atas bahagian depan basikal ini. Selain itu, penyataan 

permasalahan untuk projek ini adalah seperti berat rangka basikal, bentuk yang kurang 

nilai estetika, pengilangan rangka basikal yang menyumbang kepada pencemaran alam, dan 

ketahanan dan keutuhan rangka basikal apabila berat dikurangkan.  Pelaksanaan projek 

paling kritikal bermula seawal pengenaan daya di dalam simluasi, sehinggalah model 

tersebut difizikalkan dengan menggunakan kaedah pencetakan 3D. Keseluruhan projek 

berdasarkan tiga objektif yang dinyatakan tadi dilaksanakan menggunakan perisian 

komputer Fusion360. Sebaik sahaja kesemua data mengenai beban dan hentakan ke atas 

bahagian basikal yang dinyatakan tadi, graf tentang perkaitan antara beban yang dikenakan 

melawan Von Mises, faktor keselamatan, dan nilai anjakan dibina. Pendekatan teori dan 

perbandingan dengan bahagian asal basikal ini juga telah dilaksanakan. Oleh itu, 

pengoptimuman topologi terbukti bahawa pengurangan berat tidak menjeajskan fungsi asal 

sesuatu bahagian basikal itu. Akhirnya, pengkajian tentang bahan baru dalam mejalankan 

topologi dan pembaikan proses percetakan telah disarankan untuk kajian akan datang. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

This project provides an explanation of topology optimization on the bike collar bone that 

can be seen on the front of the head tube on a bicycle. The journey of this project is closely 

related to the three previous objectives. The first objective is to ensure that structural load 

analyzes achieve value that is aligned with the load applied to the model. Hence, the second 

objective to be achieved during this project is the implementation of the static pressure 

analysis on the part of the previously mentioned bicycle. Static pressure is aimed at obtaining 

a safety factor value of at least 1.0. While the last objective is about topology optimization, 

which is generally to reduce the weight of a model. Weight reduction was reduced by 35% 

on the front of the bike. In addition, the problem statement for this project is the weight of a 

bike frame, a form of aesthetic value, the manufacture of a bicycle frame that contributes to 

natural pollution, and the durability and integrity of the bike frame when the weight is 

reduced. The most critical project implementation starts as early as the power in simuation, 

until the model is physically matched by using 3D printing methods. The entire project based 

on the three stated objectives was implemented using Fusion360 computer software. As soon 

as all the data on the load and the impact on the part of the bike mentioned above, the graph 

of the connection between the load charged against Von Mises, the safety factor, and the 

displacement value is built. Theoretical and comparative approaches to the original parts of 

the bike have also been implemented. Therefore topology optimization is proven that weight 

reduction does not affect the original function of a bicycle part. Finally, a review of new 

materials in the development of topology and printing process improvements has been 

suggested for future research  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY 

 

Nowadays, with the help of current technologies in additive manufacturing or better 

known as 3D printing modelling, people from all around the world are quenching something 

to feed their knowledge thirst and implement 3D printing process into their production 

process. We are aware of additive manufacturing development throughout the day and 

somehow urge to innovate, modify, create and design into our own production and branding. 

This may help in creating a new design of a bicycle (3D printing the world’s first metal 

bicycle frame 2014) 

 However, the purpose of the study is not related to how this technology may benefit 

you from financial gains, yet to assist every mankind in this world for our better daily 

experience of our daily activities. These include in every existent industrial sector such as; 

food, tools, toys, clothes and many more you would not expect. 

 Hence, the purpose of this study is mainly aiming on two-wheeled transportation 

which is known as a bicycle. Bicycle are revolutionizing back to back throughout the 

centuries including topology optimization of a bicycle (Gaynor 2015). Many designs created 

by different manufacturers and founders are successful and ready to be marketed officially. 

In addition, each manufacturer or founder has its own characteristics and features on their 

respective findings. Literally, every design offers different advantage according to its own 

problem statement. 

 There are several ways to go about this two-wheeled transportation which are either 

inventing, modifying or creating. Yet, the crucial ones are; extreme customization, better 

aesthetics and structural weight-to-strength by defining materials (Meisel, Williams, and 

Druschitz 2012) used  with respect to ratio optimization (known as topological optimization). 

Before implementing the bicycle creation with 3D printing, the ways stated should be 

considered carefully in assisting to solve any problem regarding with bicycle. 
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Follows are the aspects and scopes listed to be featured with additive manufacturing:  

1) Customization – this is what a serious biker wants. With perfect size that feed biker 

needs in terms of comfort is what a bike all about. 

2) Aesthetics – the look and feel when riding a bike is important when cruising down 

the streets with confident. Bike owner values so much of bike’s appearance, and its 

geometrically intricate design 

3) Lose weight – a complex structural geometries of bicycle frame or parts often gets 

high demand from designers and rapid prototypers. It also enables us to use less 

energy, use less materials and produce products that pollute less. (3D printing of 

plastic and titanium parts for racing bicycles 2013) 

 

Basic understanding of integration between bicycle structures and additive manufacturing is 

highly required to develop our current technologies, get used to all benefits offered by 

topology optimization (Pursche 2016) and improve our daily activities without producing 

any single negative effect neither to Mother Nature nor harming people.  

 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENTS 

 

There are many types of bicycles as we obviously aware now. However, designing a bicycle 

part is somehow to be the most thrilling task. This is because of every single part or 

component attached to a bicycle frame must be very conducive and satisfy customer or 

consumer needs. In order to determine the ideal bicycle part, few problems have been 

identified. The problems are related to many aspects such as; riding comfort, sustainability, 

economical friendly, low cost and many others. Identified problems are as follow: 

 

1) Weight – every single part and component are commonly heavy due to 

mechanical properties. 

2) Streamlined – parts attached on bicycle occur to be less aerodynamic which 

contributing to air resistance and speed when riding a certain bike. 

3) Ecologically minded – manufacturing process of certain parts on bicycle are 

using the conventional way which tend to contribute to pollution including; 

sound pollution, ozone layer corrosion and polluted atmosphere. 
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4) Sustainability – bicycle with less sustainability due to its design and mechanical 

properties of the substance to build a bike will tend to be broken and dangerous 

to a rider. 

 

Problems stated often lead to critical damage as shown in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2: 

 

 

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

There are few objectives obtained from this project after considering all different aspects 

which are: 

1) To construct a bicycle collarbone structural analysis using Fusion 360 CAD 

features by computing loads at most 3500 N 

2) To construct static stress analysis with outcomes of at least 1. of factor of safety, 

FOS 

3) To conduct topology optimization and stress analysis of the collarbone by 

utilizing Fusion360 CAD in-application features, with expected result of 30% 

mass reduction at least. 

 

1.4 SCOPE OF PROJECT 

The scopes of this project are: 

1) Fusion360 CAD software will be used during project development 

Figure 1.1: Broken Head Tube 
(https://www.pinkbike.com/) 

Figure 1.2: Broken Seat post 
(http://www.bustedcarbon.com/) 
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2) Creating only a model of an actual prototype because of limitation of 

thermoplastics-based fused deposition material printer 

3) Ratio of reduction of the model is expected to be 40% reduced from an actual 

prototype 

4) Design created is to fit in almost all common bicycles. Time allocated for this 

project limits different designs for different types of bicycle frame design. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 3D MODELLING 

 

2.1.1. 3D PRINTING ADVANCEMENT 

 3D printing is best to visualize as a transformation of virtual 3D model into solid 

form one layer at a time. By contrast, a 3D printer can create an adjustable wrench in a single 

operation, layer by layer. The torque comes out of the printer completely gathered, counting all 

its moving parts (Koff and Gustafson 2012).  A layer is built on another layer before that can 

be representing the virtual 3D model including model’s complexity and detail without 

additional forms of machining required and also a treatment necessary in conventional forms 

of manufacturing. 3D printing or additive manufacturing is a process of making three 

dimensional object from a digital file. The creation of a 3D printed object is achieved using 

additive processes. The idea in additive process is topping a layer before with another layer 

according to dimension and details of the structure from its digital file. Every one of the 

layers can be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal cross-section of the eventual object.  

 Somehow between that, should always remember that every printed objects is 

representing its resolution. The number of design factors included in certain topology 

optimization approaches is moderately huge, particularly for three-dimensional issues. The 

higher the resolution, the more design variables (Mechanics and Elements 2016). Resolution of 

3D printer relates to how thinly your extruder can print. The thinner the extruder can layer 

the model (measured in microns), the higher the printer resolution. Figure 2.1 below 

visualized why resolution matters. 
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Having even fundamental practice of how 3D printers work, it is simpler to understand the 

impact on quality of the models printed. Great details defined by thickness of layer printed 

in details, when given the current relatively small scale capacity of home 3D printers, might 

be more crucial now than in the future. Desire to print bigger and bigger may make resolution 

a lesser concern. However, it is important while building detailed objects that specified with 

complex coordination and geometry or connecting parts must be accurately printed, these 

are when high resolution most benefits. Additive manufacturing acquires us a least thickness 

of printed objects, Guest’s suggestion is to undergo a thickness-dependent projection of the 

density field, ρ. The projection effectively avoids the occurrence of smaller structures than 

the prescribed minimum thickness, 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛. It is achieved when auxiliary design variable Ø, of 

which density 𝜌𝑒 is encoded as the weighted average of Ø in close proximity as: 

 

𝜌𝑒 =
∑𝑖𝜖𝑆𝑒∅𝑖𝜔(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑒)

∑𝑖𝜖𝑆𝑒𝜔(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑒)
 

 

Where 𝑥𝑒 is the centroid of the element considered, while 𝑆𝑒 is the set of elements with 

distance ||𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑒 || smaller than one half of mentioned allowable thickness, 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 (Wu, Dick, 

and Westermann 2016). 

 

Figure 2.1: Extruder Resolution                                                                          
(http://www.3dprinterprices.net) 
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2.1.2. ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING  

Several factors are taken into consideration to decide the most accurate concept of 

appropriateness definition: shape/geometry, workflow and the rendering. 

1. Shape/geometry of the model 

The model optimal is crucial in determining how complex the geometry of the model could 

have. A simple bike frame as in Figure 2.2 is to have dimensions of the parts that is to be 

analysed. Besides from that, the technical quality is defined when the edge flow of the model 

is correct to avoid intensive problems of a hierarchical nature composites (El Said, Green, 

and Hallett 2014)and best to not need any cleaning up or retouch plus considerable 

improvement in efficiency to get a better topology optimization (Andreassen et al. 2011). 

 

2. Workflow of the modelling technique 

Number of steps to make the modelling according to modelling techniques. 

3. The rendering 

Picture synthesis or more recognized as rendering is the programmed handle of creating a 

photorealistic or non-photorealistic picture from a 2D or 3D model (or models in what 

collectively could be called a scene record) by implies of computer programs. With help of 

Figure 2.2: Bike Frame        
http://civiacycles.com/files/product/geo_bryant.jpg 
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features specified together with CAD software, as example the nXtRender Lighting Channel 

(Page n.d.), you are permitted to alter numerous angles of the lighting in your 

rendered picture in real-time, after the rendering has been delivered. The lighting on the 

model as shown in Figure 2.3 and 2.4 is considered as a technique to look for any artefacts.  

 Artefacts are known as something observed in a scientific investigation or experiment that 

is missing naturally but occurs as a result of preparative or investigating procedure. Time 

range to render is also a sub to ensure the working flow is smooth without any of disturbances 

that might be a failure.  

 

 

2.2. TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION 

2.2.1. HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT 

 Topology optimization (TO) is a scientific strategy that 

optimizes fabric format inside a given plan space, for a given set of loads, boundary 

conditions and limitations with the objective of maximizing the performance of the system. 

TO is diverse from shape optimization and measuring optimization in the sense that 

the plan can accomplish any shape inside the plan space, instep of managing with 

predefined setups. The classic TO formulation uses a finite element method, FEM to evaluate 

the performance of the design. The design was then optimized using gradient-based 

mathematical programming techniques as example, method of moving asymptotes for 

gradient-based mathematical programming and genetic algorithms for gradient-based 

Figure 2.4: Bike Frame Rendering 
(http://i534.photobucket.com) 

Figure 2.3: Head Tube Rendering 
(https://dfp2hfrf3mn0u.cloudfront.net) 
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algorithms.  In computer science and operations investigate, a genetic calculation (GA) is a 

metaheuristic motivated by the handle of common determination that has a place to 

the bigger class of evolutionary calculations (EA). Genetic calculations are 

commonly utilized to create high-quality arrangements to optimization 

and look for problems by depending on bio-inspired operators such 

as mutation, crossover and selection. Figure 2.5 is the actual example found by an 

evolutionary computer design program named 2006 NASA ST5 spacecraft antenna. The 

complexity of the shape helps in creating the best radiation pattern (Hornby et al. 2006) 

 

Tremendous development all about 

topology optimization has reached its 

best phase since its introduction in the 

seminal paper by Bendsøe and Kikuchi in 

1988 (Sigmund and Maute 2013). By 

now, several directions of this developing 

technology include “density”, “level set”, 

“topological derivative”, “phase field”, 

“evolutionary” and many others. 

Topology optimization method helps in 

solving fundamental engineering issues 

of distributing amount of material in a 

design space. 

 

2.2.2. THEORY OF TOPOLOGICAL OPTIMISATION  

 Designing a brand new part that needs to be fitted into a limited space, be 

lightweight, and long life cycle is a challenge because of only rough idea of what the part 

should be look like is interpreted by designer. In almost all cases, designed parts are to be 

improved.  Dimensions or other design inputs are commonly defined as parameters (Hale, 

S. 2017). If the absence of existing design to work from, creating one or two conceptual 

designs are necessary. The conceptual design then defined parametrically, and standard 

optimization methods such as Design of Experiments is applied. The best alternate method 

if the absence of existing design to work from repeats, is by using topology optimization. 

Figure 2.5: 2006 NASA ST5 Spacecraft 
Antenna (https://upload.wikimedia.org) 
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Figure 2.6 shows few examples of topological optimization. Simply start with a block of 

material and allow the optimizer to determine both shape and size of each design feature. 

 

Replicating Rapid Prototyper 

 Also known as RepRap, Replicating Rapid Prototyper is an open-source which is 

costless adaptation from people who shares their paperwork in global network. RepRap is 

mainly designed to automatically be able to print out its own parts. Historically, self-

replication could deliver the meaning of an imaginary Platonic process. It means that the 

machine is able to print out the exact copy of itself. (Jones et al. 2011). Referring to The 

Second Law of Thermodynamics and Shannon’s theorem (Shannon 1948), it indicates that 

data cannot be replicated without misfortune or blunder uncertainly, inferring that 

the thought of an exact replicator is an impossibility. (It is the mistakes, of course, that drive 

Darwinian advancement.) While it is logically and idyllically valuable to have words 

for outlandish thoughts, here we diminish the quality of the word replication to grant it 

an engineering definition: a prototype between specified tolerances and work well as the 

original  

 In spite of the fact that ink-jet heads are generally low-cost, they are obliged by 

the truth that their producers all have a business model of reducing the printers that utilize the 

heads and putting an enormous mark-up on the heads themselves. They now and 

then moreover put chips in the heads to anticipate their being re-filled, 

and embrace other prohibitive methodologies that make ink-jet an ugly innovation for a 

machine expecting to replicate as openly as conceivable. These realities expelled ink-jet 

printing from thought.  

Figure 2.6: Topology Optimization Examples  

 (https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com)  


